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Abstract 
YouTube is one of the largest video sharing websites (with 
social networking features) on the Internet. The immense 
popularity of YouTube, anonymity and low publication 
barrier has resulted in several forms of misuse and video 
pollution such as uploading of malicious, copyright 
violated and spam video or content. YouTube has a popular 
feature (commonly used) called as video response which 
allows users to post a video response to an uploaded or 
existing video. Some of the popular videos on YouTube 
receive thousands of video responses. We have observed 
the presence of opportunistic users posting unrelated, 
promotional, pornographic videos (spam videos posted 
manually or using automated scripts) as video responses to 
existing videos. In this article we review some existing 
techniques for video response and evaluate them. 
Keywords: Spam, video, response, popularity, social.   
 

1. Introduction 

 The web is now building up enormously which 
consist of search engines, social networking sites, 
video sharing sites, and photo sharing sites. Specially 
social networking sites such as Facebook , Twitter, 
Flickr have increased a lot since the last decade 
which specializes in micro- blogging, video sharing, 
photo sharing and discussion forms. In particular, 
video is becoming a most important part of user's 
daily life, the reason being video is the most usable 
medium to share views with others and is a medium 
of many type of interactions among users such as 
political debates, educational tips etc. Out of many 
video sharing sites present on the Internet, YouTube 
is the largest and most popular video sharing site.   

1.0.1 Youtube    

YouTube is one of the most popular video sharing 
websites (with social networking features) on the 
Internet. Figure  1.1 shows the popularity of 

YouTube with video contextual features. On 
YouTube, users can upload a video, view and share 
videos, subscribe to a particular channel, like or 
dislike any video, post textual comment on a video, 
post a video as a response to a particular video. 
Statistics shows the enormous popularity of YouTube 
that over 800 million unique users visits YouTube 
each month and over 100 million users actively 
participate either by liking, disliking a video or by 
posting comments; about 72 hours of videos are 
uploaded to YouTube every minute. YouTube is the 
most popular medium to share videos on most 
popular social networking sites i.e. facebook and 
twitter. 3 hours of videos are uploaded per minute on 
YouTube from mobile devices shows the immense 
fame of YouTube on mobile devices. These statistics 
shows the huge popularity of YouTube on web and 
mobile devices. Being such a popular video sharing 
site, it become a platform for spammers and 
promoters to post unrelated and irrelevant content  
[4] [1] either as video response or as related video to 
the most popular videos either to gain popularity or to 
promote their sites or products. The presence of spam 
then become a serious problem as there is huge 
amount of data that streams on YouTube every 
minute and presence of spam in such case cause 
bandwidth waste, time waste, degraded user 
experience etc which is undesirable. In general, spam 
is some irrelevant, unsolicited message posted over 
the web, specially to large number of users with the 
intention of either getting publicity or to spread 
viruses, malwares. In our context, spam is some 
unrelated, unsolicited video posted as video response 
to a YouTube video. Research shows Web 2.0 
platforms and social media websites (such as online 
discussion forums, blogs, social networking websites, 
video sharing platforms, micro- blogging websites) 
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are easy target for spammers and user
malicious intent  [6] (because of low barriers to post 
content and anonymity). Previous studies shows that 
spam (video pollution, video response to uploaded 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

1.1 Research Motivation    

While doing manual inspection of YouTube video 
responses, we found some spam videos (porno
graphic, promotional, and botnet) are posted as video 
response to non- spam videos. Presence of 
pornographic, commercial videos as video response 
to a non- pornographic, non- commercial videos 
respectively shows the spam behavior.  Figure1.2 
shows that a pornographic video is posted as video 
response to a child game video. If a child will watch 
a pornographic video, that would have negative 
impact on child's mindset, which is not desirable and 
shows spam behavior.  Figure1.3 shows that a 
pornographic video is posted as video response to 
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are easy target for spammers and users with 
malicious intent  [6] (because of low barriers to post 
content and anonymity). Previous studies shows that 
spam (video pollution, video response to uploaded 

videos , forum comments) is prevalent on YouTube 
and YouTube has taken several measures to 
the spam problem  [1] [2] [5]. Figure  1.1 shows the 
video response feature of the YouTube video. 

Figure 1.1 Youtube 

  

While doing manual inspection of YouTube video 
responses, we found some spam videos (porno-
graphic, promotional, and botnet) are posted as video 

spam videos. Presence of 
pornographic, commercial videos as video response 

commercial videos 
respectively shows the spam behavior.  Figure1.2 
shows that a pornographic video is posted as video 
response to a child game video. If a child will watch 

pornographic video, that would have negative 
which is not desirable and 

shows spam behavior.  Figure1.3 shows that a 
pornographic video is posted as video response to 

one of the most popular educational dance video, 
presence of porn video as response to an educational 
video shows the spam behavior.  
image of all time most viewed music video, and a 
pornographic video is posted as video response to a 
most viewed video with the intention to promote 
pornography which is spam. By manual analysis, we 
observed that some commercial, botnet vid
posted as video response to most popular and viewed 
video with the intention to promote their site or 
product.  Figure1.5 shows the presence of unrelated 
commercial videos as video response to most popular 
video waste bandwidth and time (at user pa
indicates spam behavior. 
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videos , forum comments) is prevalent on YouTube 
and YouTube has taken several measures to counter 
the spam problem  [1] [2] [5]. Figure  1.1 shows the 
video response feature of the YouTube video.  

one of the most popular educational dance video, 
presence of porn video as response to an educational 
video shows the spam behavior.  Figure1.4 is an 
image of all time most viewed music video, and a 
pornographic video is posted as video response to a 
most viewed video with the intention to promote 
pornography which is spam. By manual analysis, we 
observed that some commercial, botnet videos are 
posted as video response to most popular and viewed 

intention to promote their site or 
product.  Figure1.5 shows the presence of unrelated 
commercial videos as video response to most popular 
video waste bandwidth and time (at user part) and 
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Figure 1.2: Screenshot of a pornographic video posted as a video response to child game video for 

children. 

Large amount of data streams on YouTube every 
minute, presence of spam in such 
bandwidth waste. Posting spam on YouTube has 
several disadvantages like undesirable consumption 
of re- sources, decreased user experience, degraded 
quality of YouTube, lowered system reputation  [1] 
[5] [6]. Some pornographic videos are video re
of a kids rhyme videos, cartoon video, gaming videos 
for children. Presence of pornographic video as video 
response to such videos is not legitimate and will 
have negative impact on kid's mental growth. Figure  
1.2 shows a pornographic video posted 
response to a cartoon gaming video and most popular 
music video. Botnet videos cannot be a video 
response of any video because only a human being 
can analyse the content of the video by watching it 
and can post a video as response to the main vi
which he think is related to the main video. An 
automatic script cannot analyse the content of a 
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Figure 1.2: Screenshot of a pornographic video posted as a video response to child game video for 

Large amount of data streams on YouTube every 
minute, presence of spam in such case cause 

Posting spam on YouTube has 
several disadvantages like undesirable consumption 

sources, decreased user experience, degraded 
quality of YouTube, lowered system reputation  [1] 
[5] [6]. Some pornographic videos are video response 
of a kids rhyme videos, cartoon video, gaming videos 
for children. Presence of pornographic video as video 
response to such videos is not legitimate and will 
have negative impact on kid's mental growth. Figure  
1.2 shows a pornographic video posted as a video 
response to a cartoon gaming video and most popular 

Botnet videos cannot be a video 
response of any video because only a human being 
can analyse the content of the video by watching it 
and can post a video as response to the main video 
which he think is related to the main video. An 
automatic script cannot analyse the content of a video 

[5].  Presence of commercial videos as video 
response to most viewed and most discussed videos 
shows spam behavior because the intention behind 
posting commercial video as video response to most 
viewed and most discussed video is to promote their 
sites or products and gain popularity. Promoters 
choose most viewed and most discussed videos as 
medium to promote their sites because if large 
number of people are watching the main video, 
higher the chances that their video will also get large 
number of views and they will gain popularity. These 
examples show the importance of the problem.
focus of the work presented in this report is video 
response spam (responding to an uploaded video on 
YouTube using another YouTube video) detection. 
Previous research shows that video response spam on 
YouTube is prevalent and the problem of video 
response spam detection has attracted researcher's 
attention [1][2][3][4].    
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Figure 1.3: Screenshot of a pornographic video posted as a video response to an educational dance video.

 

1.2 Objectives   

Previous section shows that presence of spam on the 
most popular video sharing site i.e. 
several disadvantages. It requires researcher's 
attention to solve the video response spam problem 
on YouTube. The research aim of the work presented 
in this report is the following:  Broad Objective: To 
increase our understanding of video 
problem on YouTube and investigate effective 
solutions to combat the video response spam problem 
(by mining video contextual data and identifying 
discriminatory features which can be used within a 
classification framework). Specific Objective
examine the application of a one-class classification 
framework for recognizing pornographic video 
response spam, commercial video response spam and 
botnet video response spam based on several 
linguistic, temporal, trust and popularity
features. To conduct a characterization study and 
empirical analysis on a real-world dataset to measure 
the effectiveness of the proposed hypothesis.    

2.1 Related Work    

The work presented in this report belongs to the area 
of Spam detection on YouTube. In this
discuss some closely related work (to the experiment 
presented in this report) and present novel research 
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Figure 1.3: Screenshot of a pornographic video posted as a video response to an educational dance video.

Previous section shows that presence of spam on the 
most popular video sharing site i.e. YouTube and has 
several disadvantages. It requires researcher's 
attention to solve the video response spam problem 
on YouTube. The research aim of the work presented 
in this report is the following:  Broad Objective: To 
increase our understanding of video response spam 
problem on YouTube and investigate effective 
solutions to combat the video response spam problem 
(by mining video contextual data and identifying 
discriminatory features which can be used within a 

Specific Objective: To 
class classification 

framework for recognizing pornographic video 
response spam, commercial video response spam and 
botnet video response spam based on several 
linguistic, temporal, trust and popularity-based 

To conduct a characterization study and 
world dataset to measure 

the effectiveness of the proposed hypothesis.     

The work presented in this report belongs to the area 
of Spam detection on YouTube. In this section, we 
discuss some closely related work (to the experiment 
presented in this report) and present novel research 

contributions in context to existing work. We 
categorize the related work in 3 lines of research: 
Video Response Interactions and Video r
spam, Social media spam detection, Classification of 
YouTube videos based on contextual features.   

2.1.1 Video Response Interactions and 
Video Response Spam   

Fabricio et al. analyzed the properties of the social 
network created by video respons
YouTube [3]. They characterize users interaction 
with each other on YouTube to understand how 
malicious users can behave. The main aim of 
work is to find evidence of pollution (opportunistic 
behavior of spammers and promoters). The
some study on user behavioral patterns in video 
based environment [3].  Fabricio et al. present a 
binary classification strategy to detect spammers on 
YouTube. They contrive a number of YouTube users 
and their profile, social behavior and finall
a video spammer detection mechanism that classifies 
a user either as a spammer or a legitimate user 
[4]. Their results highlight the most 
important attributes for video 
detection [4]. Fabricio et al. address the issue of 
detecting Spammers and Content Promoters and 
classify the real YouTube users as Spammers, 
Promoters or Legitimate users based on user behavior 
attributes. They present experimental results which 
demonstrate that characterization of social and  
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contributions in context to existing work. We 
categorize the related work in 3 lines of research: 
Video Response Interactions and Video response 
spam, Social media spam detection, Classification of 
YouTube videos based on contextual features.    

2.1.1 Video Response Interactions and 
Video Response Spam    

Fabricio et al. analyzed the properties of the social 
network created by video response inter-actions on 
YouTube [3]. They characterize users interaction 
with each other on YouTube to understand how 
malicious users can behave. The main aim of their 
work is to find evidence of pollution (opportunistic 
behavior of spammers and promoters). They also did 
some study on user behavioral patterns in video 
based environment [3].  Fabricio et al. present a 
binary classification strategy to detect spammers on 
YouTube. They contrive a number of YouTube users 
and their profile, social behavior and finally propose 
a video spammer detection mechanism that classifies 

spammer or a legitimate user 
[4]. Their results highlight the most 
important attributes for video response spam 
detection [4]. Fabricio et al. address the issue of 

pammers and Content Promoters and 
classify the real YouTube users as Spammers, 
Promoters or Legitimate users based on user behavior 
attributes. They present experimental results which 
demonstrate that characterization of social and  
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content attributes is helpful to distinguish each user 
class [1].    

2.1.2 Social media spam detection    

Sureka present a technique to automatically detect 
comment spammers in YouTube Forums by mining 
comment activity log of a user and extracting patterns 
which indicates the spam behavior. Their empirical 
analysis on sample dataset demonstrate the 
effectiveness of proposed technique in identifying 
comment spammers [5]. 2.1.3 Classification of 
YouTube videos based on contextual features  
Yiming et al. present a comparative study on feature 
selection methods in reduction to a high dimensional 
feature space in text categorization problems. Their 
work is motivated by the fact that as more and more 
information is available online, effective retrieval is 
difficult without good indexing. They compare 5 
methods of feature selection and find the 
effectiveness of these feature selection methods in 
text categorization [7].  Yuan et al. propose context-
based analysis (redirection and cloaking analysis) to 
detect spam automatically and to overcome 
shortcomings of content-based analysis. They have 
conducted a comprehensive study of forum 
spamming from three perspectives: the search user, 
the spammer, and the forum hosting site and showed 
that redirection analysis and cloaking are very 
effective in identifying forum spammers [8].  
Conclusion Our findings and performance evaluation 
results indicate presence of discriminatory features 
and reliable indicators in video meta-data which can 
be exploited for automatically recognizing video 
response spam.  We find that video meta-data 
(contextual information and non content based 
features) can be exploited to recognize video 
response spam with a reasonable accuracy. We did 
some manual analysis of related video spam also. 
Related videos are the videos marked as related to the 
main video. 

3. Conclusion 

By manual inspection, we have found that, spam 
exists in related videos also. Presence of spam as a 
related video of a legitimate video is undesirable and 

cause several problems like bandwidth waste, 
decreased user experience, degraded quality. The 
future work will be to build a tool which will 
automatically detect related video spam. 
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